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Abstract
Emotion Cause Pair Extraction (ECPE), the001
task expanded from the previous emotion002
cause extraction (ECE) task, focuses on ex-003
tracting emotion-cause pairs in text. Two rea-004
sons have made ECPE a more challenging, but005
more applicable task in real world scenarios:006
1) an ECPE model needs to identify both emo-007
tions and their corresponding causes without008
the annotation of emotions. 2) the ECPE task009
involves finding causes for multiple emotions010
in the document context, while ECE is for011
one emotion. However, most existing meth-012
ods for ECPE adopt an unified approach that013
models emotion extraction and cause extrac-014
tion jointly through shared contextual repre-015
sentations, which is suboptimal in extracting016
multiple emotion-cause pairs. In addition, pre-017
vious ECPE works are evaluated on one ECE018
dataset, which exhibits a bias that majority of019
documents have only one emotion-cause pair.020
In this work, we propose a simple pipelined021
approach that builds on two independent en-022
coders, in which the emotion extraction model023
only provide input features for the cause ex-024
traction model. We reconstruct the benchmark025
dataset to better meet ECPE settings. Based on026
experiments conducted on the original and re-027
constructed dataset, we validate that our model028
can learn distinct contextual representations029
specific to each emotion, and thus achieves030
state-of-the-art performance on both datasets,031
while showing robustness in analyzing more032
complex document context.033

1 Introduction034

In recent years, the task about detecting the stimuli035

of emotions expressed in text, has emerged in the036

area of text emotion analysis (Russo et al., 2011;037

Mohammad et al., 2014; Ghazi et al., 2015). Pre-038

vious works focus on Emotion Cause Extraction039

(ECE), which has been proposed by (Lee et al.,040

2010) as a word-level sequence labeling problem.041

Gui et al. (2016) re-formalized ECE as a clause-042

level classification problem of finding cause clauses043

for the given emotion. They released a Chinese 044

dataset using SINA city news which has become 045

the benchmark dataset for the ECE task followed 046

by many works (Gui et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018; 047

Xia et al., 2019; Fan et al., 2019; Yan et al., 2021). 048

Xia and Ding (2019) pointed out that ECE task 049

suffers from two defects: 1) The emotion must be 050

annotated in advance. 2) The goal of ECE neglects 051

the fact that emotions and causes are mutually in- 052

dicative. They developed the task to emotion-cause 053

pair extraction (ECPE), in which emotion clauses 054

and their corresponding cause clauses are extracted 055

as pairs. To solve the problem, they proposed a two- 056

step pipelined approach that extracts all emotion 057

clauses and cause clauses at first and then uses a 058

filter to select emotion-cause pairs. More recently, 059

however, the ECPE task has been dominated by 060

end-to-end systems that model emotion-cause ex- 061

traction matching jointly (Ding et al., 2020a; Cheng 062

et al., 2020; Fan et al., 2020), with the belief that 063

joint models capture interactions between subtasks 064

and mitigate error propagation. 065

We re-investigate ECPE’s motivation and ob- 066

serve another significant merit of ECPE over ECE, 067

that is, the ECPE task involves the analysis of 068

longer and more complex document context that 069

contains multiple emotions, multiple causes and 070

multiple semantic roles. As shown in Figure 1, 071

the example document is divided into two different 072

samples in the ECE task since two emotion clauses 073

are annotated. An ECE model takes one annotated 074

emotion clause as input and find corresponding 075

causes in the context, while an ECPE model takes 076

the whole document as input and extract all the 077

emotion-cause pairs and therefore, ECPE model 078

needs to tackle with richer, but more complex con- 079

textual information. 080

In order to utilize document context informa- 081

tion, existing works for ECPE employ various ap- 082

proaches(Chen et al., 2020b; Wei et al., 2020). 083

However, most of them apply shared context en- 084
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coders to perform emotion-cause extraction and085

matching jointly. We argue that shared contextual086

representations lead to suboptimal results in find-087

ing causes for multiple emotions in one document088

since shared encoders fail to learn contextual repre-089

sentations specific to each emotion. For instance,090

the clauses c12 and c13 in Figure 1, "failing to091

cure the disease while using that much money" is092

crucial in detecting the causal relationship between093

c14 and c15 but not for c18 and c17.094

To address this problem, we propose a simple095

pipelined approach that builds on two indepen-096

dent pre-trained encoders trained separately, one097

for an emotion extraction model, and another for098

an emotion-oriented cause extraction model, with099

the fusion of emotion information in its input layer.100

Based on series of experiments, we validate that the101

pre-trained encoder of the cause extraction model102

can learn emotion-aware contextual representations103

and our approach outperforms all previous joint ap-104

proaches.105

Moreover, all previous works of ECPE are evalu-106

ated on one emotion cause corpus, which has been107

reconstructed by Xia and Ding (2019) based on108

Gui et al. (2016)’s benchmark dataset for ECE.109

However, we observe a bias of this dataset that110

only 10.23% of documents have more than one111

emotion-cause pair, and only 6.63% of documents112

have more than one emotion clause. We also find113

that many different documents in the dataset are ac-114

tually excerpts of the same news report. Therefore,115

we rebuild the benchmark dataset by checking all116

documents manually and merging documents that117

are from the same original news article. Experi-118

ment conducted on the reconstructed dataset show119

that our approach is significantly more effective in120

finding multiple causes for multiple emotions than121

previous state-of-the-art joint approaches, meeting122

ECPE’s motivation to analyze emotion causes in123

longer and more complex document context.124

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:125

• We realize another merit of the ECPE task126

over previous task, which is analyzing emo-127

tion causes in more complex document con-128

text. We argue that current joint approaches129

using shared contextual representations leads130

to suboptimal results, and propose a simple131

and effective pipelined approach to address132

the problem.133

• Our approach learns two independent en-134

coders for emotion extraction and cause in-135

Figure 1: An Example document from Gui et al. (2016)’s
dataset translated from Chinese. Texts in red and green denote
the emotion clauses and cause clauses respectively.

formation. With fusion of emotion informa- 136

tion only at input layer of the cause extraction 137

model, it is more effective in learning contex- 138

tual representations specific to each emotion 139

in the document. 140

• We also observe a bias in ECPE’s benchmark 141

dataset and reconstruct the dataset manually to 142

better meet ECPE settings. Experimental re- 143

sults on both datasets show that our approach 144

achieves state-of-the-art performance, and is 145

more robust than previous joint approaches 146

in extracting multiple emotion-cause pairs in 147

more sophisticated document context. 148

2 Task Definition 149

Emotion Cause Extraction Emotion Cause Ex- 150

traction (ECE) has been defined as a clause-level 151

classification task (Gui et al., 2016) to extract 152

the corresponding stimuli of certain given emo- 153

tion in the context. Given a document d = 154

[c1, ..., ci, ..., c|d|], where ci is the ith clause in d, 155

and an annotated emotion clause ce, where e ∈ E, 156

E ={happiness, sadness, disgust,
fear, anger, surprise}

(1) 157

The goal of ECE is to find all the cause clauses 158

of the given emotion clause as {cc1, cc2, ...}. Note 159

that only one emotion occur in one sample, while 160

there may be multiple causes corresponding to it. 161

Emotio-Cause Pair Extraction Xia and Ding
(2019) developed the ECE task to Emotion-Cause
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Pair Extraction (ECPE). Given a document d =
[c1, ..., ci, ..., c|d|], the goal of ECPE is to extract a
set of emotion-cause pairs

P = {..., (cemo, ccau), ...}

where cemo is the emotion clause and ccau is its162

corresponding cause clause. The ECPE task deals163

with finding multiple causes for multiple emotions164

in one document.165

3 Methodology166

Our approach consists of two independent models,167

an emotion extraction model and a cause extraction168

model. We build both of our models on BERT169

(Devlin et al., 2018) as pre-trained encoders, with170

an multi-label learning scheme at the output layer.171

The emotion extraction model first takes the whole172

document as input and extract all possible emotion173

clauses. Then all the extracted emotion clauses174

will be used for fusing emotion information at the175

input layer of the cause extraction model, which176

we refer to as an emotion-oriented cause extraction177

model. We will explain the details of both models178

below and clarify the usage of emotion information179

as well as document context information in our180

approach.181

3.1 Emotion Extraction Model182

Figure 2 shows the architecture of our emo-183

tion extraction model. Given a document d =184

[c1, ..., ci, ..., c|d|], the model takes it as the input185

of a pre-trained encoder to obtain a sequence of186

hidden states denoted by187

HD = (h[CLS],xc1 , ...,xci , ...,xc|d| , h[SEP ])
(2)188

where xci = (hi1, ..., hij , ...hi|ci|), hij is the out-189

put hidden state of jth token in ith clause and |ci|190

denotes the number of tokens in ith clause. Then191

we apply mean pooling to build the representation192

of each clause, which is defined as:193

hci =
1

|ci|

|ci|∑
j=1

hij (3)194

Finally we concatenate the clause representation195

hci with [CLS] token’s output hidden state, h[CLS],196

as the input of an output layer to predict the proba-197

bility of the clause being an emotion clause198

h∗ci = [hci , h[CLS]] (4)199

200

ŷemo
i = σ(wT

emoh
∗
ci
+ bemo)where (5) 201

where wT
emo and bemo are parameters of the output 202

layer with sigmoid function σ(·). 203

Figure 2: Emotion Extraction Model

Context Information In our emotion extraction 204

model, we utilize the document context by con- 205

catenating each clause representation hci with the 206

output hidden state of [CLS] token. In order to 207

examine the impact of context information, we also 208

implement a standard BERT-based sentence classi- 209

fication model in which each single clause is taken 210

as the input without leveraging the context. The 211

details are explained in section 4.3.3. 212

3.2 Emotion-oriented Cause Extraction 213

Model 214

In the two-step model proposed by (Xia and Ding, 215

2019), there is an cause extraction component that 216

extracts potential cause clauses in a document at 217

first. We found the performance of this component 218

unsatisfying since it ignores the fact that the identi- 219

fication of certain cause clause depends on its cor- 220

responding emotion clause. In our approach, we do 221

not implement a model that perform cause extrac- 222

tion solely, and instead conduct emotion-oriented 223

cause extraction. 224

Figure 3 displays an overview of the emotion- 225

oriented cause extraction model. As is shown, the 226

architecture is very similar to our emotion extrac- 227

tion model with BERT as the pre-trained context 228

encoder and a multi-label learning scheme at the 229

output layer. The difference lies in the input: we 230
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fuse emotion information into the input sequence231

through various strategies.232

Fusing Emotion Information Previous works233

have attached importance to the use of emotion234

information in cause extraction(Tang et al., 2020;235

Ding et al., 2020b; Wei et al., 2020). However, all236

of these models use a shared LSTM layer or pre-237

trained encoder for contextual representations in238

emotion extraction and cause extraction.239

We argue that shared context encoders fail to240

capture proper contextual information for a spe-241

cific emotion clause, leading to suboptimal results242

in extracting multiple emotion-cause pairs in one243

document. Therefore, we propose three different244

strategies to fuse emotion information at the input245

layer of caue extraction model. The most direct246

method is to concatenate each predicted emotion247

clause and its document context as the input, it is248

denoted by EmotionalText and corresponds to the249

sequence at the top in figure 3b.250

We also attempt to integrate emotion informa-251

tion through extra marker tokens. As shown in252

figure 3, we add extra text markers at the start and253

end position of the predicted emotion clause. In254

TypedMarker which corresponds to the sequence255

at the bottom in figure 3, we consider the emotion256

type of each emotion, denoted by e ∈ E and E is257

defined in equation 1. However, since we cannot258

obtain satisfying results for emotion types, we only259

compare the upper bound of its effectiveness with260

other emotion-fusing strategies using the ground261

truth emotion label. For the UntypedMarker strat-262

egy denoted by the sequence in the middle, we263

do not consider the emotion type. The details of264

comparative results are elaborated in section 4.3.4.265

266

Extracting Multiple Emotion-cause Pairs267

The ECPE task involves the analysis of emo-268

tion causes in longer and more complex document269

context. With the fusion of emotion information,270

the encoder of our cause extraction model learns271

contextual representations specific to each emotion,272

leading to substantial effectiveness in tackling with273

document that contains multiple semantic roles and274

multiple emotions, while the multi-label learning275

scheme at the output layer enables our model to276

find multiple causes for one emotion. We validate277

that our approach is more robust than previous mod-278

els that employ a shared context encoder based on279

evaluation results conducted on the reconstructed280

dataset which is closer to real-world scenarios.281

(a) Emotion-oriented Cause Extraction Model

(b) Different ways of fusing emotion information. From top
to bottom, they are: EmotionalText, UntypedMarker, Type-
dMarker. e is the emotion type defined in equation 1.

Figure 3: Emotion-oriented cause extraction model, as
well as three emotion-fusing strategies.

3.3 Training and Inference 282

For both the emotion extraction model and cause 283

extraction model, we fine-tune the pre-trained en- 284

coder using task-specific training objectives. Given 285

a document d, we compute the loss for both models 286

by: 287

L = − 1

|d|

|d|∑
i=1

H(ŷi, y) (6) 288

where |d| is the number of clauses in the docu- 289

ment, H(·) is the binary cross-entropy loss func- 290

tion. Since both models apply the same multi-label 291

learning scheme at their output layers, ŷi is ŷemo
i de- 292

fined in equation 5 in the emotion extraction model 293

and ŷcaui in the cause extraction model, while y is 294

the ground truth label of the clause. 295

During training, the two models are trained sep- 296

arately, and we use ground truth emotion labels to 297

fuse emotion information in the cause extraction 298

model. During inference, we first use the emo- 299
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Item Number
Doc. total number 1945
Doc. with one emotion cause pair 1746
Doc. with two emotion cause pairs 177
Doc. with more than two pairs 22
Doc. with more than one emotion 129

Table 1: Statistics of the original ECPE corpus.

Item Number
Doc. total number 1679
Doc. with one emotion cause pair 1348
Doc. with two emotion cause pairs 246
Doc. with more than two pairs 85
Doc. with more than one emotion 295

Table 2: Statistics of the reconstructed ECPE corpus

tion model to extract emotion clauses in each docu-300

ment and fed each predicted emotion clause into the301

cause extraction model that learns emotion-aware302

contextual representations.303

4 Experiments304

4.1 Datasets and Evaluation Metrics305

Bias in the ECPE benchmark dataset Gui306

et al. (2016) released an Chinese emotion cause307

corpus using SINA city news. This dataset has308

become the benchmark dataset for ECE research,309

which involves extraction of causes for only one310

annotated emotion. Thus, a large proportion of doc-311

uments in this dataset have only emotion clause,312

and documents with multiple emotions are split to313

different samples.314

Xia and Ding (2019) constructed an benchmark315

ECPE dataset based on this ECE dataset. To meet316

ECPE settings, they merge samples with same text317

content into one document. Table 1 show the statis-318

tics of the dataset, we can observe that the dataset319

still exhibits a bias that only 10.23% of documents320

contain multiple emotion-cause pairs, while only321

6.63% of documents have more than one emotion.322

Dataset Reconstruction Strategy By checking323

all the documents in the dataset, we discover that324

many different documents are actually excerpts325

from the same original news report. We manually326

find all such documents and merge them into one327

document to rebuild the ECPE benchmark dataset.328

As Table 1 shows, 17.57% of documents in the re-329

constructed dataset have multiple emotions while330

19.71% of documents have multiple emotion-cause331

pairs. Figure 4 displays the comparision of the332

number of clauses in documents between the orig-333

inal and reconstructed dataset. As is shown, the334

documents in the reconstructed dataset have more 335

clauses and thus more complex document structure. 336

In fact, 37.42% of emotion-cause pairs are located 337

in documents with multiple pairs, indicating that 338

documents in the reconstructed dataset are closer 339

to real-world scenarios. 340

Figure 4: Statitistics on document clause number

Evaluation Metrics For evaluation metrics, pre- 341

cison, recall and F1 defined in (Xia and Ding, 2019) 342

are used. Most ECPE approaches also evaluate 343

their models on two subtasks: emotion extraction 344

and cause extraction, yet we do this only for emo- 345

tion extraction since our approach do not perform 346

cause extraction solely. 347

4.2 Experimental Settings 348

We implement our approach based on 349

Pytorch and Transformers and use 350

bert-base-chinese as the base encoders. 351

For both of out models, we set the random seed 352

to 42 and use Adam optimizer for training. The 353

learning rate is 2e-5, and the warmup ratio is 0.1. 354

The threshold of the multi-label output layer is set 355

to 0.5 by default. 356

In our experiments, we follow previous works 357

(Xia and Ding, 2019; Wei et al., 2020; Chen et al., 358

2020a,b; Yuan et al., 2020; Tang et al., 2020; Cheng 359

et al., 2020; Ding et al., 2020a) to perform 10-fold 360

cross validation and use the same data split of the 361

original dataset for fair comparison. In experiments 362

conducted on the reconstructed dataset, we also 363

follow the 10-fold cross validation setting. We have 364

noticed there are other works (Fan et al., 2020) that 365

randomly sampling train/validation/test sets with 366

8:1:1 proportion 20 times, we also evaluate our 367

approach under this data split setting and report the 368

comparative results in appendix A. 369
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Model Original Dataset Reconstructed Dataset Multiple Pairs
P(%) R(%) F1(%) P(%) R(%) F1(%) P(%) R(%) F1(%)

Indep†(Xia and Ding, 2019) 68.32 50.82 58.18 - - - - - -
Inter-CE† 69.02 51.35 59.01 - - - - - -
Inter-EC† 67.21 57.05 61.28 59.02 46.48 52.00 57.37 38.35 45.97

(Chen et al., 2020a)† 71.49 62.79 66.86 - - - - - -
(Cheng et al., 2020)† 68.36 62.91 65.45 - - - - - -

(Tang et al., 2020) 71.10 60.70 65.50 - - - - - -
(Yuan et al., 2020) 72.43 63.66 67.76 - - - - - -
(Ding et al., 2020a) 72.92 65.44 68.89 - - - - - -
(Wei et al., 2020) 71.19 76.30 73.60 77.89 49.90 60.69 76.88 53.96 63.15
(Chen et al., 2020b) 76.92 67.91 72.02 - - - - - -
(Ding et al., 2020b) 77.00 72.35 74.52 68.46 67.06 67.65 68.84 55.90 61.55

Ours-EmotionalText 77.83 76.01 76.81 71.05 74.83 72.85 69.62 61.85 65.19
Ours-UntypedMarker 76.27 75.83 75.96 73.78 73.30 73.50 70.94 62.80 66.50

Table 3: Comparative results of our approach and existing ECPE models. For fair comparison, if a model has an
implementation based on BERT, we report the BERT-based results, and use †to mark the models that do not have
a BERT-based implementation.

4.3 Results and Analysis370

4.3.1 Main Results371

Table 3 displays the comparative results of our ap-372

proach with the best previous works of the ECPE373

task on both the original dataset and reconstructed374

dataset. We also report the evaluation results in ex-375

tracting multiple pairs in the reconstructed dataset.376

As is shown, by learning emotion-aware contex-377

tual representations, our approach outperforms all378

models using shared context encoders and achieves379

state-of-the-art performance in both datasets, and380

shows robustness in analyzing multiple emotion-381

cause pairs in more complex document context.382

Comparative Approaches On the original383

dataset, we compare our approach with all exist-384

ing works of ECPE, most of them are joint mod-385

els using shared context encoders, except from In-386

dep, Inter-CE and Inter-EC, the three variants of387

the two-step pipelined models proposed by (Xia388

and Ding, 2019) that serve as the baseline. Rank-389

CP(Wei et al., 2020) and ECPE-MLL (Ding et al.,390

2020b) are the two previous state-of-the-art ap-391

proaches in the ECPE task and thus we evaluate and392

compare the performance of these two approaches393

with ours on the reconstructed dataset as well as on394

multiple emotion-cause pairs extraction. It should395

be noted that the emotion-cause pair selection of396

the Rank-CP model relies on a sentiment lexicon397

(Wang and Ku, 2016), which we regard as inflexi-398

ble in a wider range of usage scenarios.399

Results on original dataset Our approach with400

EmotionalText and UnTypedMarker achieves an401

absolute F1 improvement of 2.29% and 1.44%402

respectively over the best previous work(Ding 403

et al., 2020b). For the comparison of pipelined 404

approaches, our approach outperform the baseline 405

Inter-EC by 15.53% and 14.68% respectively in F1 406

score. 407

Results on reconstructed dataset Our approach 408

learns emotion-aware contextual representations by 409

fusing emotion information as input features for 410

the cause extraction model, and show significant 411

effectiveness on on the reconstructed dataset, in 412

which documents are longer and more complex. 413

The results show that our approach with Emotion- 414

alText and UntypedMarker obtain an an absolute 415

F1 improvement of 5.20% and 5.85% respectively 416

over (Ding et al., 2020b)’s method. 417

Results on Extracting Multiple Emotion-cause 418

Pairs 419

To our knowledge, there are few previous works 420

that consider the performance of their models on 421

multiple emotion-cause pairs extraction, except 422

from Wei et al. (2020) that build a subset of each 423

fold’s test set by selecting documents that have 424

more than one emotion-cause pair. Since docu- 425

ments that contain multiple pairs are sparse in the 426

original dataset, we build the subset on our re- 427

constructed dataset and evaluate the approaches. 428

The results show that our approach with Untype- 429

dMarker outperform Wei et al. (2020)’s previous 430

work by an absolute F1 of 3.35% on extracting 431

multiple pairs. 432

Specifically, we observe that the gains of our 433

approach mainly originate from the improvement 434

of recall rate. The approach with EmotionalText 435
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achieves an improvement of 7.77% in recall rate436

over (Ding et al., 2020b)’s method in the recon-437

structed dataset, while on multiple pairs extraction438

our approach with UntypedMarker achieve an im-439

provement of 6.90%. We can observe that the per-440

formance of Wei et al. (2020)’s model increases441

on multiple pairs mainly because they apply the442

sentiment lexicon to filter candidate emotion-pairs443

and tend to select fewer pairs, resulting in high444

precision rate and low recall rate.445

4.3.2 Importance of Emotion-aware446

Contextual Representations447

Dataset Model P R F1

Original
EmotionalText 77.83 76.01 76.81
UntypedMarker 76.27 75.83 75.96
w/o emotion 69.70 71.10 70.36

Reconstructed
EmotionalText 71.05 74.83 72.85
UntypedMarker 73.78 73.30 73.50
w/o emotion 61.95 64.74 59.73

Multiple Pairs
EmotionalText 69.62 61.85 65.19
UntypedMarker 70.94 62.80 66.50
w/o emotion 41.06 42.27 41.14

Table 4: Ablation studies on the fusion of emotion in-
formation in a cause extraction model.

Our core argument is that it is crucial to build448

distinct contextual representations specific to each449

emotion clause and fuse emotion information at the450

input layer of the cause extraction model. Above451

results show that both emotion-fusing strategies452

achieve convincing results, and in order to further453

validate the importance of emotion-aware contex-454

tual representations, we conduct ablation exper-455

iments by removing emotion information in the456

cause extraction model.457

As shown in table 4, we can observe a clear gap458

between our models and the model without fusion459

of emotion features, especially in the reconstructed460

dataset and on multiple emotion-cause pairs ex-461

traction. Since the classification of an emotion-462

cause depends on the emotion it corresponds to, it463

is almost meaningless to perform cause extraction464

without emotion information, with the decline of465

18.59% F1 score in extracting multiple pairs.466

Based on the ablation experiments, we validate467

the importance of fusing emotion information at the468

input layer of the cause extraction model to learn469

emotion-aware contextual representations, and the470

experimental results show the robustness of our ap-471

proach in handling longer and more complex docu-472

ment context, which leads to wider applicability in473

real world scenarios of emotion cause analysis. 474

4.3.3 Results on Emotion Extraction 475

Dataset Model P R F1

Original
ECPE-MLL 86.08 91.91 88.86
RANK-CP 91.23 89.99 90.57
Ours 88.06 89.98 88.96

Reconstructed
ECPE-MLL 83.69 86.64 85.10
RANK-CP 92.81 58.61 71.70
Ours 85.58 89.59 87.51

Multiple
Emotions

ECPE-MLL 82.27 74.23 77.91
RANK-CP 94.37 62.88 75.29
Ours 86.79 82.67 84.64

Single Clause 79.92 90.87 84.92

Table 5: Results on Emotion Extraction

One motivation of joint approach in ECPE is 476

that the performance of emotion extraction and 477

cause extraction can benefit each other through 478

joint training. Experimental results shown in Ta- 479

ble 5 demonstrate that the usage of context brings 480

certain positive effects, while the decline in the 481

reconstructed dataset indicate that context informa- 482

tion can sometimes become misleading. 483

We can observe that joint models outperform our 484

emotion extraction model on the original dataset 485

while in the reconstructed dataset, however, their 486

performance exhibits a clear decline and is outper- 487

formed by ours, especially in extracting multiple 488

emotions from one document. Cause information 489

or emotion information obtained via joint training 490

does bring some benefits, but when document con- 491

text becomes more complex, shared encoders in 492

joint models fail to capture proper context infor- 493

mation since entangled contextual representations 494

provide more noise than benefits for the model. 495

4.3.4 Upper Bound of Emotion-aware Cause 496

Extraction 497

To make full use of emotion information, we also 498

consider using emotion type information. Since 499

we cannot obtain satisfying results in emotion type 500

classification (see appendix A.2), we test the up- 501

per bound of emotion-aware cause extraction using 502

ground truth emotion label in each document, con- 503

sisting of both the emotion clauses and their emo- 504

tion type and compare the results between different 505

emotion-fusing strategies and other ECPE methods 506

which also report their upper bound results. 507

As shown in table 6, we can observe the benefits 508

brought by emotion type between UntypedMarker 509

and TypedMarker, while EmotionalText obtains 510
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Strategy P(%) R(%) F1(%)

(Xia and Ding, 2019) 76.10 70.84 73.28
(Tang et al., 2020) 80.80 79.90 80.30

UntypedMarker 84.68 83.54 84.09
TypedMarker 85.44 84.43 84.92
EmotionalText 85.99 83.98 84.95

Table 6: Comparative results of the upper bound of
emotion-aware cause Extraction

the best F1 score, indicating that it may be better to511

integrate emotion information through emotional512

text. Futhermore, there are couple of documents513

that exceed the max input length of BERT. We514

split such documents to fit our model in the ex-515

periments, but text markers cannot be used if the516

emotion clause is located in another part of an doc-517

ument. Thus, for future works, we suggest the use518

of emotional text, which is more flexible, as the519

emotion-fusing strategy.520

5 Related Work521

Emotion Cause Analysis Lee et al. (2010) first522

proposed the emotion cause extraction task and523

released a small scale dataset. Early works used524

rule-based (Neviarouskaya and Aono, 2013; Gao525

et al., 2015; Yada et al., 2017), machine-learning-526

based (Ghazi et al., 2015) methods to solve the527

task.528

Based on analysis of linguistic features in a Chi-529

nese dataset, Chen et al. (2010) suggested that a530

clause may be the most proper unit for emotion531

cause analysis in Chinese. Gui et al. (2016) re-532

formalized the task as clause-level binary classi-533

fication and released a benchmark corpus for the534

ECE task, followed by many works (Gui et al.,535

2017; Li et al., 2018; Xia et al., 2019) and datasets536

(Gao et al., 2017; Fan et al., 2019).537

There are works (Kim and Klinger, 2018; Ober-538

länder et al., 2020) that study the semantic role539

of emotions, while Oberländer and Klinger (2020)540

suggested that token-level sequence labeling ap-541

proaches are more appropriate for emotion stimu-542

lus detection in English based on analysis across543

datasets.544

Emotion Cause Pair Extraction Xia and Ding545

(2019) expanded the task to emotion cause pair546

extraction and construct a benchmark ECPE cor-547

pus based the Gui et al. (2016)’s dataset. Xia and548

Ding (2019) proposed a two-step pipeline model549

to solve the task, while all of the following works550

employ end-to-end models (Fan et al., 2020; Tang 551

et al., 2020; Cheng et al., 2020). Some of the mod- 552

els select the result from all possible pairs (Chen 553

et al., 2020b; Ding et al., 2020a,b), and some of 554

the models regard ECPE as a clause-level sequence 555

labeling problem (Chen et al., 2020b; Yuan et al., 556

2020). 557

Pipeline approach vs Joint approach Disputes 558

between joint approach and pipeline approach do 559

not only lie in the field of ECPE. In relation ex- 560

traction, many systems model entity extraction and 561

relation classification jointly (Luan et al., 2018; 562

Wadden et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2020) while Zhong 563

and Chen (2021) argued that shared contextual rep- 564

resentations are suboptimal and proposed a simple 565

pipelined approach that reached state-of-the-art per- 566

formance. 567

6 Conclusion 568

In this paper, we re-investigate the motivation of 569

emotion-cause pair extraction (ECPE), and real- 570

ize another significant merit that ECPE enables 571

the analysis of emotion causes in richer and more 572

complex document context. 573

Existing state-of-the-art works of ECPE adopts 574

an joint approach that use shared context encoders 575

in emotion extraction and cause extraction, leading 576

to suboptimal results on multiple emotion-cause 577

pair extraction in entangled document context. To 578

address the problem, we present a simple but effec- 579

tive approach for ECPE that build on two indepen- 580

dent encoders for emotion extraction and emotion- 581

oriented cause extraction with the fusion of emo- 582

tion information at its input layer. 583

We also find that the benchmark dataset all pre- 584

vious ECPE works are evaluated on exhibits a bias 585

that many documents are actually excerpts from the 586

same original article. We reconstruct the dataset 587

by merging such documents and conduct series of 588

experiments on both datasets. The results show that 589

our approach can learn contextual representations 590

specific to each emotion and reaches state-of-the- 591

art performance on both datasets. Our approach is 592

more robust in extracting multiple emotion-cause 593

pairs among more complex document context, and 594

thus is more applicable in real-world scenarios. 595
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A Additional Findings 771

A.1 Results on 8:1:1 Dataset Split Settings 772

Strategy P(%) R(%) F1(%)

(Fan et al., 2020) 73.74 63.07 67.99
(Wei et al., 2020) 65.75 73.05 69.15
(Ding et al., 2020b) 74.88 69.76 72.20

EmotionalText 71.79 73.32 72.51
UntypedMarker 73.38 74.19 73.74

Table 7: Comparative results for the 8:1:1 data split.

A.2 Results on Emotion Classification 773

In order to implement TypedMarker as an emotion- 774

fusing strategy, we also attempt to classify types 775

of emotions to provide fine-grained information 776

for cause extraction. As explained in Equation 777

1, there are six types of emotions in the bench- 778

mark dataset, so we train a multi-class classification 779

model to classify emotion types. Unfortunately, the 780

results of emotion type classification is not satis- 781

fying enough to avoid the error propagation issue. 782

We report the results below.

P(%) R(%) F1(%)
57.68 43.82 48.50

Table 8: Results on emotion type classification.

783

A.3 Ethnical Consideration 784

The datasets on which we conducted our experi- 785

ments are reconstructed from Gui et al. (2016)’s 786

emotion cause corpus, which is selected from SINA 787

city news. All the documents are from public news 788

report, and during the build of the dataset, the orig- 789

inal link information has been cleaned. Therefore, 790

the dataset do not involves any kind of violation of 791

individual privacy. 792
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